Archaeology of Early Hominids
What are the changing Capabilities of the evolving Hominids?
·	Tool manufacture and usage
·	Known among primates, how different among hominids.
·	Subsistence strategy
·	Hunter? Gatherer? Scavenger?
·	Social Organization 
·	Symbolic Thought
·	Forward Planning, self awareness
·	Language
Lucky Accident of Hominid Evolution in East Africa
·	Rift Valley provides numerous extensive exposures of geological deposits of relevant time period.
·	Rift Valley characterized by frequent volcanic activity.
·	These volcanic tufts can be dated both stratigraphically and using Potassium/Argon dating.
·	Also leads to rapid covering and later protection of fossils and living surfaces
East African Hominid Sites
Brief Review of Potassium/Argon Dating
·	Potassium (K) is an abundant element in the earth’s crust.
·	Small but regular proportion is the radioactive isotope 40K.
·	Decays to Argon 40 (an inert gas)
·	Half life 1.3 billion years.
·	In formation of igneous rock through volcanic activity, all 40A dissipated to atmosphere.

Potassium/Argon Dating 
·	When volcanic rock crystallizes, clock starts
·	40Argon is trapped in crystalline structure.
·	Date is given with +/- reflecting random character of radioactive decay.
·	Limitations:
·	Only works on rock of volcanic origin
·	Dates layers, not cultural materials

Hadar Stratigraphic Column
The Archaeology of Early Hominids
The Olduvai Gorge Sequence
Olduvai Gorge: Chronology
Bed I
·	Dating:
·	Base of Bed I	 	1.9 mya
·	Top of Bed I		1.7 mya
·	earth’s magnetic poles reversed during this period
·	Environment:
·	perennial lake nearby
·	sites at lake margin
·	mainly fresh water fauna associated with lake	
·	Hominids
·	A. africanus, A. boisei
·	H. habilis

Bed II Lower
·	Dating:	
·	1.7 - 1.64 mya
·	Environment:
·	Same as Bed I
·	Hominids:
·	No Hominid fossils found, although sites present

Bed II  Middle
·	Dating:
·	1.64 - 1.4 mya
·	Environment:
·	tectonic movements displace lake
·	more grassland species represented
·	sites more distant from lake’s edge
·	Hominids:
·	Fossils scarce although numerous sites found
·	at least H. habilis present

Bed II  Upper
·	Dating:
·	1.4 - 1.2 mya
·	Environment:
·	Fluvial and lake margin species
·	sites at edge of lake (again)
·	volcanic activity continues
·	Hominids:
·	Australopithecus sp. Remains
·	No H. habilis
·	First appearance of  H. erectus

Bed III  
(red sands)
·	Dating:
·	1.2 - .8 mya
·	Environment:
·	No longer a fresh water lake nearby
·	Red sediments formed by freshwater streams draining across flats into saline lake
·	Hominids:
·	Few sites, scant hominid fossils
·	Identified remains not H. erectus

Bed IV  Lower
·	Dating:
·	.8 - .7 mya
·	Environment:
·	Stream side sites, lake some distance away
·	Lots of volcanic deposition
·	End of Matuyama reversal epoch; begin Brunhes normal epoch at top of lower Bed IV (Matuyama reversal begins prior to beginning of Olduvai sequence).
·	No Hominid remains found

Bed IV  Upper
·	Dating:
·	.7 - .4 mya
·	Environment:
·	Same as lower Bed IV
·	Hominids:
·	H. erectus only Hominid found.

Stone Tool Industries
Flake Terminology
·	Flake: Any piece of stone detached from parent material.
·	Flake Scar: Depression in parent material where flake was detached.  Frequently will mirror removed flake.
·	Core: Block of raw material prepared for flake removal
·	Blade: Flake that is more than 2x long than wide

Flaking Techniques
·	Percussion:
·	Hard Hammer:
·	striking one stone with another
·	Large, coarse flakes
·	Prominent cone of percussion
·	crushing at impact point
·	May use anvil (bipolar technique)
·	Percussion:
·	Soft Hammer
·	Striking stone with hammer or mallet of softer material, e.g., bone, antler, wood
·	More precise control
·	Thinner flakes, less crushing
·	Flakes may still be large
·	Strong tendency for flake to follow contour of stone
·	Also Punch techniques
·	Pressure Techniques
·	Hand Methods
·	Pressing bone or antler implement against flaking surface
·	small, fine flakes
·	extremely thin finishing flakes
·	Press Methods
·	Similar to punch technique but steady pressure instead of impact
·	Larger, longer, thin flakes

Flaking Techniques
·	Reduction Techniques: Tools
·	Unifacial:  primarily concerned with modifying on side (or face) of an implement
·	Bifacial:  modification of both sides or surfaces of the implement.
·	Reduction Techniques: Cores
·	Expedient core reduction
·	Prepared core reduction:
·	 e.g., Levallois, Disk, Prismatic
Early Hominid Stone Industries
Pebble Tool Industries
·	Pebble Tool Industries:
·	Simple hard hammer retouch
·	Typically using pebbles to make large flakes and coarse chopping tools
·	Flakes typically removed in 1-3 directions
·	Unifacial reduction
·	Mode 1 technical system

Oldowan
Pebble Tool Industries
·	Earliest Finds: (~ 2 - 2.5 mya)
·	Ethiopia:  Kada Gona (in Hadar formation), members E and F  of the Shundura Formation
·	Kenya:  Lokalelei in West Turkana
·	Zaire:  Senga 5A of Lusso Beds
·	Argued to be part of an early radiation of species H. habilis in Africa


Pebble Tool Industries
·	Development Sequence at Olduvai Gorge
·	Typical Oldowan:
·	High % of choppers, few if any bifaces, few identifiable tool types
·	Developed Oldowan A
·	Fewer choppers, increase spheroids and modified nodules (cores), more identifiable tool classes
·	Developed Oldowan B
·	Similar to A but with a small but regular number of bifaces (~ 6%)

Developed Oldowan
Bifacial Tool Industries
·	Characterized by bifacially manufactured Hand axes.
·	Shift in frequency of bifaces from 8-10% in Oldowan to 40-60% in Acheulean Industries
·	Development of soft hammer reduction techniques
·	Increased importance of flake tools and retouched flake tools.
·	Increase in number of blows required to finish each tool
Early Acheulean
Bifacial Tool Industries
·	Mode II technology
·	a.k.a.  Acheulean Industries
·	Earliest Finds: (~ 1.5 mya)
·	Tanzania: Olduvai Gorge, Bed II
·	Ethiopia:  Konso Gardula
Bifacial Tool Industries
·	Developmental Trends:
·	Early Acheulean:  rough hand axes, often with trihedral end section, rough cleavers, some crude chopping tools, flake tools, some with retouch.
·	Middle Acheulean:  use of soft hammer technique, more varied yet finer and thinner hand axes, cleavers common,  developed flake tools, purposive cores, some Levallois cores.
Middle Acheulean
Bifacial Tool Industries
·	Developmental Trends (continued):
·	Late Acheulean:  Ornate and lanceolate formed hand axes, fewer cleavers, abundant flake tools, frequent Levallois cores.  Essentially grades into Middle Paleolithic type assemblages.
·	Described sequence is characteristic of African Acheulean, similar patterns in Europe, minus cleavers.
Implications
·	Pebble Tool Industries:
·	No necessary cultural or diffusion relationship between diverse pebble tools sites
·	Given same raw material and neurophysiological make up, similar assemblages will be produced
·	Acheulean Industries
·	Not a logical and deterministic outgrowth of pebble tool industries
·	Multiple independent invention unlikely  
Archaeology of Olduvai Gorge: 
Beds I - III

Olduvai Stratigraphy
Bed I
1.9 - 1.7 mya
·	FLK-Zinj Site:
·	Hominids: A. africanus, A. Boisei, and H. habilis
·	Assemblage: Typical Oldowan
·	DK Site: (located immediately upon basal Bed I basalt)
·	Hominids:  none
·	Assemblage:  Typical Oldowan
·	Associated with circular stone features (huts or wind breaks?)
Lower Bed II
1.7 - 1.6 mya
·	HWKE Site 1 and 2
·	Assemblage: Typical Oldowan at Site 1
·	                       Developed Oldowan A at Site 2
Middle Bed II
1.6 - 1.4 mya
·	MNK Skull Site:
·	Hominid:  H. habilis
·	Assemblage:  Typical Oldowan (last occurrence of Typical Oldowan)
·	MNK CFS Site:
·	Chert processing station, Developed Oldowan
·	HWK 3 and 4 and FLK N Sites
·	Last occurrence of Developed Oldowan A assemblages

·	MNK Main Site:
·	First occurrence of Bifacial Tool industry.
·	No associated Hominid finds
Upper Bed II
1.4 - 1.2 mya
·	BK Site:
·	Hominids: Australopithecines
·	Assemblage:  Developed Oldowan B
·	Local butchering of buffaloes on lake margin
·	TK Lower Site:
·	Assemblage:  Acheulean (Bifacial)
·	TK Upper Site:
·	-Assemblage:  Developed Oldowan B
·	LLK Site 1
·	Hominids:  First occurrence of H. erectus
·	No associated stone tools

Bed III
1.2 - 0.8 mya
·	Both Developed Oldowan and Acheulean traditions continued, with most sites being derived and redeposited.
·	JK Pits
·	Site is complex of pits and channels dug by hand (finger and foot prints found), may have been used for evaporating and collecting salt.
·	Hominids: not H. erectus (remains may be either Australolithecus or H. habilis
·	Assemblage:  Developed Oldowan and Acheulean
Above Bed III
post 0.8 mya
·	Continuation of Acheulean/Bifacial Industries.
·	Continuation of Developed Oldowan C
·	H. erectus sole surviving Hominid
Problem of Relating Tool Assemblages with Particular Species of Hominids
Directional Limitation of Technology
·	A simpler hominid may have been incapable of mastering a more complex technology.
·	A more advanced hominid might yet utilize a simpler technology.
Ambiguous Evidence of Olduvai
·	Australopithecus, H. habilis and H. erectus all found in Bed II
·	Oldowan, Developed Oldowan, and Acheulean also all found in Bed II
·	No Clear technological/industrial development from Oldowan to Acheulean at Olduvai Gorge.


